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Human-Computer Interaction: An Empirical Research Perspective is the definitive guide to
empirical research in HCI. The book begins with foundational topics including historical
context, the human factor, interaction elements, and the fundamentals of science and
research. From there, you'll progress to learning about the methods for conducting an
experiment to evaluate a new computer interface or interaction technique. There are detailed
discussions and how-to analyses on models of interaction, focusing on descriptive models and
predictive models. Writing and publishing a research paper is explored with helpful tips for
success. Throughout the book, you'll find hands-on exercises, checklists, and real-world
examples. This is your must-have, comprehensive guide to empirical and experimental
research in HCI—an essential addition to your HCI library. Master empirical and experimental
research with this comprehensive, A-to-Z guide in a concise, hands-on reference Discover the
practical and theoretical ins-and-outs of user studies Find exercises, takeaway points, and
case studies throughout
Could this infamous rake... finally have found his countess? When Lucas, Lord Sinclair,
receives a mysterious summons from a Miss Olivia Silverdale, he's sceptical he can help her.
But Olivia, although eccentric, is in earnest about her quest to restore her late godfather's
reputation. Lucas's curiosity is piqued, and not just by Olivia's intelligent eyes and lithe form. A
new challenge quickly presents itself: keeping Miss Silverdale at arm's length!
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A scarred mercenary… Or the Disappearing Duke of Greybourne? Rafe has spent years
running from his true identity. He’s a lone wolf, living far from aristocratic England and his
violent father. Then unconventional Cleopatra Osbourne requests his protection as she
crosses the Egyptian desert. In Cleo he discovers a fellow outcast—and a fierce desire! Cleo
must return to London, and here lies Rafe’s dilemma—because following his heart means
claiming the title he’s avoided for so long!
The Marquess of Ravenscar... 'Women either run from him or run to him.' Part of Wild Lords
and Innocent Ladies. Alan, Marquess of Ravenscar, is furious when unconventional heiress
Lily Wallace refuses him purchase of her property. He can't even win her over with his
infamous charm. But when fever seizes him and they're trapped together Alan realises Lily's
attentions will compromise them both! His solution? To take Lily as his betrothed before desire
consumes them completely...
A desperate highwaywoman… Holding a lord at gunpoint, Miss Sari Trevor wonders how it
came to this. One look into the icy gray eyes of Michael D'Alency Alistair, Earl of Crayle, and
she knows she's out of her depth. But then, this enigmatic lord makes Sari a mysterious offer
of employment… Although she challenges his rigid self-control, Sari is perfect for the secret
agency of spies Michael manages. But helping tutor this daring beauty proves to be a sensual
assault Michael isn't prepared for…and a temptation neither can resist!
Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians and readers' advisors, provides a brief history of
the romance novel, and offers reading lists and subgenre definitions.
The year is 1830 and Caroline, the daughter of a British aristocrat, can no longer bear the
violence of the man her father decided she would marry. She impulsively gets her hands on a
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powerful drug, and as her consciousness fades away, she realizes she is being held by gentle
arms. Could it be her secret love, Sebastian Conway? She and the aloof Sebastian keep
meeting and parting... It’s a love that makes Caroline want to cry. Must they be forever kept
apart by circumstance?
Dashing and disreputable… Now he’s back in society’s ballrooms! Whispers of Captain Kit
Carrington—now Lord Westford—have long scandalized the ton…so his arrival at the season’s
most anticipated ball sends society’s gossips into a frenzy! Miss Genevieve Maitland needs
his help to find an eligible match for her sister but assumes he’ll be reluctant to help the family
that rejected him. Yet after one spine-tingling waltz with Kit, sensible Genny finds he’s not her
opponent…but a very tempting ally! From Harlequin Historical: Your romantic escape to the
past. The Return of the Rogues Book 1: The Return of the Disappearing Duke Book 2: A
Match for the Rebellious Earl

A plain Regency governess In bed with the duke! Part of The Lochmore Legacy: a
Scottish castle through the ages! Unceremoniously packed off to Scotland to care for
the Duke of Lochmore’s young son, practical widow Joane Langdale fears she will be
ignored as always. But the deep connection and heated passion that develops between
her and Benneit is far more dangerous! When Benneit is expected to propose to
another, how dare Jo dream of becoming his duchess? The Lochmore Legacy
collection Book 1 — His Convenient Highland Wedding Book 2 — Unlaced by the
Highland Duke by Lara Temple Book 3 — A Runaway Bride for the Highlander by
Elisabeth Hobbes Book 4 — Secrets of a Highland Warrior by Nicole Locke “The Earl’s
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Irresistible Challenge is a beautifully developed, wholly absorbing romance featuring
two strongly drawn protagonists who are clearly made for each other. Lara Temple
once again demonstrates her gift for humorous, insightful dialogue ... A very strong start
to a new series.” — All About Romance on The Earl’s Irresistible Challenge “A
thoroughly enjoyable romance ... Five stars for a fantastic read.” — Caitlyn Lynch on
The Earl’s Irresistible Challenge
Betrothed...to the wrong man! Building a life away from her bullying family,
schoolmistress Helen Tilney needs to convince her childhood sweetheart she's a
worthy bride. Standing in her way is Lord Hunter – the man Nell has just discovered
she's betrothed to! Hunter's offer of marriage came out of guilt, so he agrees when she
asks for his help to win another man. Until their lessons in flirtation inspire a raging
desire which has Hunter longing to keep Nell for himself...
Hal Waterman's calling on the newly widowed Elizabeth Lowery is the caring act of a
gentleman. And with her household in turmoil and a young son to support, she is
certainly grateful for his help. Hal finds Elizabeth even more lovely than when they first
met, but knows that she will only ever see him as a kind and often taciturn friend.
Elizabeth finds comfort and companionship in Hal's caring of her. But then a tantalizing
desire starts to simmer. His reassuring strength and presence have become so very
attractive…so alluring….
When love drives you crazy . . . When sexy Joe Malone never calls after their explosive
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kiss, Kylie shoves him out of her mind. Until she needs a favor, and it’s a doozy.
Something precious to her has been stolen and there’s only one person with unique
finder-and-fixer skills that can help—Joe. It means swallowing her pride and somehow
trying to avoid the temptation to throttle him—or seduce him. the best thing to do . . . No,
Joe didn’t call after the kiss. He’s the fun time guy, not the forever guy. And Kylie, after
all she’s been through, deserves a good man who will stay. But everything about Kylie
makes it damned hard to focus, and though his brain knows what he has to do, his
heart isn’t getting the memo. … is enjoy the ride. As Kylie and Joe go on the scavenger
hunt of their lives, they discover surprising things about each other. Now, the best way
for them to get over “that kiss” might just be to replace it with a hundred more.
The 50th Anniversary edition of the ground-breaking, worldwide bestselling feminist
tract. ‘The Female Eunuch retains that power of transformation; it asserts the
possibility of creativity within female experience’ Guardian
Jonathan and Drew Scott, known for their wildly popular HGTV shows including
Property Brothers and Brother vs Brother, follow up their New York Times bestseller,
Dream Home, with a highly anticipated memoir. It Takes Two: Our Story shares neverbefore-revealed tales of the brothers' childhood and rise to fame--from starting their first
business at 7 years old, their years modeling and acting, to their first house purchase at
the impressive young age of eighteen. They soon found their true passion in life,
combining their natural gifts for entertaining with the skills they learned from buying,
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renovating, and selling homes. Complete with hilarious behind-the-scenes stories from
set, Jonathan and Drew discuss how their family and upbringing have led to their
success in life. Throughout, the brothers keep fans laughing with the clever--and
sometimes zany--sibling banter for which they're known best.
He stole her locket ... she stole his heart. Central Highlands of Victoria, 1861 Jack the
Devil's reputation precedes him. The most notorious bushranger on the Central
Highlands, nothing throws him off his game ... until he holds up Prudence Stanforth and
her grandmother. With her sweeping red hair and complete lack of fear, Jack can't help
but be captivated by the feisty Pru. Weeks later, Pru crosses paths with the respectable
businessman, Jack Fairweather, and it's not long before she recognises him as the
bushranger who stole her beloved necklace. His price for the locket's return is her
silence ... and a kiss. A kiss that sparks something inside them both. When Pru
discovers her grandmother has been keeping a devastating secret, running away with
Jack the Devil is the perfect escape for her broken heart. The dangerous nature of his
less than salubrious occupation is a poetic contradiction to her sheltered upbringing and
only fuels their passion. Until that danger becomes a reality. Between the return of dark
elements from Jack's past and authorities intent on his capture, Jack and Pru must fight
for their future together ... or risk losing everything. A rollicking historical tale about
following your heart, finding home in unexpected places - and bushrangers - for readers
of Darry Fraser and Alison Stuart.
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The laugh-out-loud new novel from bestseller Portia Macintosh!

The obvious solution: A marriage of convenience! Part of Sisters of Scandal:
Temperance Lattimar is too scandalous for a Season, until finally she’s
sponsored by Lady Sayleford. The whole charade feels wrong when she doesn’t
want a husband, but Temper feels awful when MP and aristocrat Gifford Newell
is appointed to “protect” her at society events. With her past, she knows she’s
not an ideal wife…but then a marriage of convenience to Giff becomes the only
option! Sisters of Scandal miniseries Book 1 — A Most Unsuitable Match Book 2 —
The Earl’s Inconvenient Bride “A Most Unsuitable Match is a marvellous read”
—All About Romance on A Most Unsuitable Match “Julia Justiss writes another
winner!” —Goodreads on A Most Unsuitable Match
The Duke's Unexpected Bride - Lara Temple Sophie Trevelyan has been
enjoying her visit to London, even if her closest companion is an overweight pug!
Then she encounters the dashing Duke of Harcourt, who intrigues her more than
is strictly proper... Max knows he must marry. He's looking for the opposite of his
high-spirited fiancée, who died some years ago, so he tries to keep his distance
from bubbly Sophie. But when her life is endangered, Max feels compelled to
rescue her...with a very unexpected proposal! High Seas To High Society Sophia James Asher Wellingham, Duke of Carisbrook, was captivated by her! He
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had happened upon Lady Emma Seaton swimming naked and, beyond her
beauty, had seen the deep curling scar on her thigh -- a wound that could only be
the mark of a sword. Who was this creature of contradictions? Something about
her brought back tantalizing memories from the past. Her ill-fitting, threadbare
clothes concealed the body of an angel, but what kind of woman truly lay behind
her refined mask? Highborn lady or artful courtesan, she intrigued him and Asher
wanted to possess both!
Do you dream of wicked rakes, gorgeous Highlanders, muscled Viking warriors
and rugged Wild West cowboys? Harlequin® Historical brings you three new fulllength titles in one collection! FROM GOVERNESS TO COUNTESS Matches
Made in Scandal by Marguerite Kaye (Regency) Count Aleksei Derevenko hired
governess Allison Galbraith for her skills as a herbalist, not a mistress! But with
rumors spreading and Allison’s fragile reputation, will the price of their passion
be one worth paying? RESCUED BY THE EARL’S VOWS by Ann Lethbridge
(Regency) Lord Jaimie Sanford is Lady Tess Ingram’s last resort when seeking
help to avoid a forced marriage or banishment. However, a convenient
arrangement soon becomes more than is strictly proper… LORD RAVENSCAR’S
INCONVENIENT BETROTHAL Wild Lords and Innocent Ladies by Lara Temple
(Regency) The Marquess of Ravenscar is furious when heiress Lily Wallace
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refuses him purchase of her property. But when they’re scandalously trapped
together, there’s only one solution: take Lily as his betrothed before desire
consumes them completely… Look for Harlequin® Historical’s March 2018 Box
set 2 of 2, filled with even more timeless love stories!
A shy innocent…wary of all men… Part of The Wild Warriners After a shocking
incident, shy Lady Isabella Beaumont is perfectly happy to stay in the
background and let her sister get all the attention from handsome suitors!
However, working with Dr. Joseph Warriner to help the sick and needy pushes
her closer to a man than she’s ever been before. Is this man worth trusting with
her deepest of desires…? The Wild Warriners miniseries Book 1 — A Warriner to
Protect Her Book 2 — A Warriner to Rescue Her Book 3 — A Warriner to Tempt
Her Book 4 — A Warriner to Seduce Her — coming soon “The first of The Wild
Warriners series will have readers asking for more of these four brothers” — RT
Book Reviews on A Warriner to Protect Her “Captures readers attention as they
quickly turn the pages, cheering the lovers on to their HEA” — RT Book Reviews
on A Warriner to Rescue Her
The Marquess of Ravenscar... ‘Women either run from him or run to him.’
Life as a duchess… Or something much more dangerous? Part of The King’s
Elite: constantly told her beauty and charm are all she has to offer, Lady Clarissa
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is intent on marrying a duke. And intriguing spy Sebastian Leatham will help her!
Only, first she’ll assist him with his new assignment—playing the part of confident
aristocrat Lord Millcroft. Sebastian awakens a burning desire within Clarissa that
leaves her questioning whether becoming a duchess is what she truly longs for…
The King’s Elite miniseries Book 1 — The Mysterious Lord Millcroft Look out for
the next book, coming soon! “The Wild Warriners steal hearts, but none more
than youngest brother Jake, whose secrets and sensuality draw readers into
Heath’s lively, stylish romance filled with adventure and unforeseen passion” —
RT Book Reviews on A Warriner to Seduce Her “The third of the Wild Warriners
series shines with compassion and intense emotions as Heath tackles some
thought provoking themes … A Warriner to Tempt Her is tender and loving,
powerful and poignant.” — RT Book Reviews on A Warriner to Tempt Her
Asher Wellingham, Duke of Carisbrook, was captivated by her! He had happened
upon Lady Emma Seaton swimming naked and, beyond her beauty, had seen
the deep curling scar on her thigh— a wound that could only be the mark of a
sword. Who was this creature of contradictions? Something about her brought
back tantalizing memories from the past. Her ill-fitting, threadbare clothes
concealed the body of an angel, but what kind of woman truly lay behind her
refined mask? Highborn lady or artful courtesan, she intrigued him and Asher
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wanted to possess both!
Slip on your satin pajamas, pull back the covers, and slide into bed with
everyone's favorite late-night bedtime buddy, Rhonda Shear! You know her as
the smart-sexy hostess of USA: Up All Night, but did you know Rhonda was a
New Orleans beauty queen? A candidate for office? A standup comic? An awardwinning "bimbopreneur"? A rule-breaking feminist? She's been all that and more,
and in this funny, naughty, candid book, Rhonda finally shares the unforgettable
story of a woman who was always "too something"too pretty, too funny, too
ethnic, too blondeto achieve anything, but who ended up achieving everything.
Packed with vivid characters, hilarious stories, and wisdom for women of all
ages, Up All Night proves that when it comes to achieving your dreams, the only
voice that matters is your own.
Lord Hunter’s Cinderella Heiress Betrothed...to the wrong man! Building a life away
from her bullying family, schoolmistress Helen Tilney now needs to convince her
childhood sweetheart she’s a worthy bride. Standing in her way is Lord Hunter — the
man Nell has just discovered she’s betrothed to! Hunter’s offer of marriage to Nell
came out of guilt, and now seems less than appealing! So when she asks for his help to
win another man, he agrees. Until their lessons in flirtation inspire a raging desire that
has Hunter longing to keep Nell for himself... Lord Ravenscar’s Inconvenient Betrothal
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‘Women either ran from Lord Ravenscar or ran to him.’ Alan Rothwell, Marquess of
Ravenscar is furious when unconventional heiress Lily Wallace refuses him purchase of
her property. He can’t even win her over with his infamous charm. But when fever
seizes him and they’re trapped together, horrified, Alan realizes Lily’s attentions will
compromise them both! His solution: take Lily as his betrothed before desire consumes
them completely...
The rake has a proposition… Will she accept? Part of The Sinful Sinclairs: When globetrotting Charles Sinclair arrives at Huxley Manor to sort out his late cousin’s affairs, he
meets practical Eleanor Walsh. He can’t shake the feeling that behind her
responsibility to clear her family’s debt, Eleanor longs to escape her staid life. Chase
can offer her an exciting adventure in Egypt… But that all depends on her response to
his shocking proposal!
"Vile seducer of women!" Of all the accusations Gregory, Duke of Halstead, has ever
had leveled at him, this is perhaps the most offensive and the least accurate. But as he
has just woken naked in bed with no memory of the night before, next to a beautiful
stranger, perhaps it's time to reevaluate! Innocent Prudence is just as shocked when
she awakens! But as these strangers begin to unravel the plot behind the scandalous
circumstances, she discovers the delicious consequences of finding herself in bed
with...a duke!
From country miss…to London duchess! Sophie Trevelyan has been enjoying her visit to
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London, even if her closest companion is an overweight pug! Then she encounters the
dashing Duke of Harcourt, who intrigues her more than is strictly proper… Max knows he
must marry. He's looking for the opposite of his high-spirited fiancée, who died some
years ago, so he tries to keep his distance from bubbly Sophie. But when her life is
endangered, Max feels compelled to rescue her…with a very unexpected proposal!
"Filled with fabulously British banter, wit, and heart, this delightful book is one of my
must-read rom coms of the year." - Evie Dunmore, USA Today bestselling author of
Portrait of a Scotsman “Virginia Heath’s fun characters and situations will have you
laughing out loud! Don’t miss this wonderful read!” - Sabrina Jeffries, New York Times
bestselling author The first in a new historical rom-com series, a handsome earl hires a
fake fiancée to keep his matchmaking mother at bay, but hilarity ensues when love
threatens to complicate everything. The last thing Hugh Standish, Earl of Fareham,
ever wants is a wife. Unfortunately for him, his mother is determined to find him one,
even from across the other side of the ocean. So Hugh invents a fake fiancée to keep
his mother’s matchmaking ways at bay. But when Hugh learns his interfering mother is
on a ship bound for England, he realizes his complicated, convoluted but convenient
ruse is about to implode. Until he collides with a beautiful woman, who might just be the
miracle he needs. Minerva Merriwell has had to struggle to support herself and her two
younger sisters ever since their feckless father abandoned them. Work as a woodcut
engraver is few and far between, and the Merriwell sisters are nearly penniless. So
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when Hugh asks Minerva to pose as his fiancée while his mother is visiting, she knows
that while the scheme sounds ludicrous, the offer is too good to pass up. Once Minerva
and her sisters arrive at Hugh's estate, of course nothing goes according to his
meticulous plan. As hilarity and miscommunication ensue while everyone tries to keep
their tangled stories straight, Hugh and Minerva’s fake engagement starts to turn into a
real romance. But can they trust each other when their relationship started with a lie?
The first book in the Merriwell Sisters series, Never Fall for Your Fiancée is a hilarious,
sparkling historical romantic comedy from Virginia Heath.
Lord Ravenscar's Inconvenient Betrothal (Mills & Boon Historical) (Wild Lords and
Innocent Ladies, Book 2)HarperCollins UK
A spy on a mission… Until he meets this heiress! Part of The King’s Elite: Miss
Theodora Cranford’s learned to keep her impetuous nature locked away. She won’t be
deceived by another man who can’t see past her fortune. She wants an honorable,
sensible sort—not a self-assured scoundrel like her new neighbor, Lord Gray. Although
she’s sure there’s more to him than meets the eye… But after that first captivating kiss,
she’s certainly left wanting more! The King’s Elite miniseries Book 1 — The Mysterious
Lord Millcroft Book 2 — The Uncompromising Lord Flint Book 3 — The Disgraceful Lord
Gray Book 4 — The Determined Lord Hadleigh — coming soon! “The Mysterious Lord
Millcroft is a tender, sensual romance wrapped around an intriguing plot” — All About
Romance on The Mysterious Lord Millcroft “If you like Historical Romances and books
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with love, humor and action, plus a spy and a lady, go for it and go grab a copy of this
book” — Jess Bookish Life on The Mysterious Lord Millcroft
Sarah Wallingford Would Do Her Duty Even if that meant putting herself on the
Marriage Mart during a London season she could ill afford--and did not desire. Now
ironic circumstance had wed her to the compelling Marquess of Englemere, a fabled
gamester, who had awakened passions she was honor-bound not to express! A
marriage of convenience could be deucedly inconvenient--even for a marquess--when
one was perilously close to loving his own wife! But that was impossible, Nicholas
Stanhope knew, for hadn't his tragic past proven that women--especially wives--were
not to be trusted?

“I have a favor to ask… I want you to marry me.” Part of The Sinful Sinclairs.
Samantha Sinclair was always Lord Edgerton’s complete opposite. But when
Edge encounters Sam again in Egypt, it’s clear the years have changed her as
much as him. So after she blurts out an impulsive, convenient proposal, Edge’s
protective urge compels him to accept. Is it possible for two such different people
to be together and find the happiness they both deserve?
Blurbs coming soon
“Women either ran from Lord Ravenscar or ran to him.” A Wild Lords and
Innocent Ladies story Alan Rothwell, Marquess of Ravenscar, is furious when
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unconventional heiress Lily Wallace refuses him purchase of her property. He
can’t even win her over with his infamous charm. But when fever seizes him and
they’re trapped together, horrified, Alan realizes Lily’s attentions will
compromise them both! His solution: take Lily as his betrothed before desire
consumes them completely… Wild Lords and Innocent Ladies miniseries Book 1 —
Lord Hunter’s Cinderella Heiress Book 2 — Lord Ravenscar’s Inconvenient
Betrothal Book 3 — coming soon “The romance is as ever beautifully written by
Temple … I adore it” — Goodreads on Lord Hunter’s Cinderella Heiress “Temple
has a delightful gift with words that is sure to have readers smiling as the story of
blossoming love and Gothic mystery unfolds” — RT Book Review on The Duke’s
Unexpected Bride
In London in 1811, Mad Jack, who in reality is Winifrede Levering Bascombe,
arrives in London with her two aunts to beg the assistance of Lord Cliffe, Grayson
St. Cyre
Tom McCarthy charts the remarkable history of the 92nd Loyals unit in WW2.
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